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Jamanota 9D
Price:  USD 949.000 (AWG 1.689.220)

Location:  Santa Cruz

Bathrooms:  3

Bedrooms:  4

Lot size:  948 m2

Built up size:  378 m2

Location, location, location…. If you want the feeling that you are on 
top of this beautiful Island, then this is the property for you! This 
stunning villa which is located at Jamanota, was designed to blend 
in with its surroundings and with one of the most breathtaking 
panoramic views of Aruba. It is situated adjacent to the protected 
Arikok National Park which offers an immersed peaceful living 
experience surrounded by beautiful nature. Due to its unique 
location in the center of Aruba, you are only a few minute’s drive 
away from the most beautiful beaches and attractions that this 
Island paradise has to offer. It is for this reason that this property 
has tremendous opportunity as an investment property in the 
luxury category of the vacation home rental market. This stunning 
two-story luxury villa offers spacious open-concept living. The first 
thing that takes your breath away, is the design of the open living/ 
dining area and balcony which combines the stunning views and 
the exciting feeling of outdoor living. The kitchen has a modern 
design with its granite stone countertop and stainless-steel 
appliances. This space also offers the perfect inspiration to create 
new food experiences and memorable moments while gathering 
around the open dining area. Adjacent to the kitchen you will find a 
second living room/ tv area. A few steps further you will find the 
master bedroom with its ensuite bathroom. On the top floor, there 
are 2 spacious bedrooms with a shared bathroom. At the entrance 
of the property, you will find a beautiful pool area with a covered 
patio which is the perfect place to relax and gather with your 
guests. Here you will also find a cozy guest room with an ensuite 
bathroom and a wonderful view. In the back of the residence, you 
will find a small walkway that passes through a beautiful tropical 
garden that leads you to the back patio of the main floor. This 
space is certainly the ideal place to ultimately reach your Zen 
moment. PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS Unique hilltop location adjacent 
to the Arikok National Park Spectacular panoramic view of the 
island Land: 948 m2 (10,204 square feet) Luxury Villa 4 bedrooms & 
3 full bathrooms & 2 half-bathrooms Build up: 378.96 m2 (4,078 
square feet) Spectacular terrace with a spectacular view of the 
island Beautiful private back patio with tropical Zen Garden 
Stunning front patio with pool Perfect location for short-term 
vacation rental The maintenance condition of the property is 
superb. STRENGTHS:  - Top location; nestled on the hilltop of “klein 
Jamanota” with a spectacular view of the island. - Its calm 
surroundings and the proximity to the Arikok National Park, 
provide a wide opportunity for its guests to become one with 
nature. - Possibility to expand with 2 additional guestrooms. 
OPPORTUNITIES:  - The property, in its current condition, is perfect 
for a villa accommodation with all the necessary amenities and 
facilities to cater to an exclusive clientele. - Growing demand in 
stays over visitors for short-term vacation rentals. - Ideal for short-
term rental. - Investment opportunity with high ROI; (can be sent 
privately upon request).
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